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FOX series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

FOX series below are still waiting if the are renewed or cancelled
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 Series cancelled 2012-2013

 New summerseries (season 2012-2013)

 New fall series (season 2013-2014)

 New midseason series (season 2013-2014)

 Renewed shows for the 2013-2014 season

 Series and their spin-offs

 Renewed shows for the 2014-2015 season

 Cancelled series season 2013-2014

 Series on Netflix Netherlands

 ABC cancelled series

 ABC series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

  CBS cancelled series

  CBS renewed series

 FOX series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

  FOX cancelled series

 The CW cancelled series

 The CW renewed series

 The CW series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

 FOX renewed series

 CBS series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

 NBC renewed series

 NBC series that are cancelled

 NBC series that are in limbo

 Netflix cancelled series

 Netflix series that are in limbo of renewal or cancelation

 Amazon cancelled series

 Amazon renewed series

 Amazon series still in limbo

 HBO cancelled series

 HBO renewed series

 HBO series still in limbo

 A&E series still in limbo

 A&E renewed series

 A&E cancelled series

 ABC renewed series

 Netflix renewed series

Order by: Original
Name a-z
Name z-a
Series figure
Series year
Total votes



1

Ghosted(2017 - ...)
6,0
52 votes




2

Hotel Hell(2012 - 2016)
7,7
39 votes




3

LA to Vegas(2018 - 2018)
6,6
38 votes




4

Masterchef (US)(2010 - ...)
7,7
62 votes




5

My Kitchen Rules(2010 - ...)
8,4
66 votes




6

So You Think You Can Dance(2005 - ...)
8,1
116 votes




7

The Resident(2018 - ...)
8,2
905 votes




8

World's Funniest Fails(2015 - 2015)
0,0
0 votes
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